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r 11, 
CHAIRMAN BARRY KEENE: Good afternoon, Members and This is a meeti of 
Senate Committee on SCA 51 and SB 2032, two measures by Senator 
create a state tax court. The hearing was requested for the purpose of discuss his 
p to create a f udge tax court of statewide jurisdiction to 
various local and state administrative bodies that presently hear the appeals. The tax 
court would hear questions of law and fact arising under state and local tax laws 
with the of insurance taxes. 
re 
The 
led 
is not new and in fact is identical to a measure 
lative passage in There were then and remain still some 
the desirability and workability of a state tax court. Foremost is 
on of whether there is a real need for a separate statewide tax court. Another 
issue is the question of costs to the state of establishing a tax court and the 
to benefit on a small minority of citizens. A third issue that 
under consideration is whether the tax court would prove to be more to 
lit and less convenient than the current mechanisms, which is what the opponents 
a 
The who support SCA 51 obviously would want to respond to these and 
questions. The purpose of the interim is to see whether that burden can be 
those who are measure, and also because we were not able to consider 
a adequate the course of standing committee 
first speaker is the author of the two measures. Senator Boatwright, 's 
have you with us today. 
DAN BOATWRIGHT: Thank you. 
discussed my introduction of these 
You may recall, Senator Keene, when you 
vwvau~on measures in February of this year 
it is a Judi matter, it does affect the Revenue 
Taxation Committee, and would result in a double referral, I felt and you 
that since we were approaching a deadline for the introduction of bills that we would-
or would introduce these two proposals - the bill and the constitutional amendment 
that would authorize the setting up of the tax appeals court. And the purpose 
to the who were putting forth the idea for the tax court was that 
be an interim hearing to see or not anything really had since 
l 980 when I think it was ACA 38, Mr. Knox, was held in this committee, and then 
there were two other measures that were bo held-the bills were held in the Ass 
And it was our belief that during that time the year it would have taken a 
pro time your the Judiciary is the bus 
committee in the Senate. 
So rea what I've dorte is to introduce these bills to the 
this concept a forum so we can build a record to ee if there has been 
to make that record available to persons who are interested in a tax court, and als 
make available to other members of the slature who are interested in this. 
So that basically, as you may recall, we discussed this, is we're here 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you. Our next witness is Roland Smith. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: I will sit up here to give more room at the table for the 
e who te to spread their notes. 
CHAIR.~AN KEENE: Great. Thank you. Member of the Los Angeles County Assessment 
Board and you're charged with having drafted these measures. 
MR. ROLAND SMITH: Right. Let me give you a little bit first off an introduction as 
o who I am since that might be helpful, and then let me tell you a little more about 
history of how I became involved in this measure, and then tell you a little bit about 
what I m on to try to solve some problems in dealing with it. 
First off, I'm a CPA with a practice in Glendale of California, and that 1 s my 
involvement. I am serving as a member of the Assessment Appeals Court in Los 
, completing a first term on Board 1 and starting in a second 
which will be on Board 2. At the time that we worked for the introduction of this 
measure I hadn't anticipated accepting another appointment for another 3 years and that 
one reason we were anxious to get it in so that I could testify from a position of 
ertis in the property tax area. 
I'm also involved as a member of Los Subcommittee of the Los 
s of the ied Public Accountants, but I'm not as a represen-
of that body. I feel that I'm ied to talk on this measure from this stand-
First off, as a member of the Assessment Appeals Board I hear a lot of matters 
come before us that might very well be resolved a lot differently if the s 
income Secondly, as a certified public accountant I represent clients 
sales tax and property tax matters. Of course not before my own Appeals Board 
taxes. 
CHAIR.~ KEENE I'm sorry, could you br the microphone a little bit closer 
re -you're not coming- that would be 
MR. SMITH: I do have a soft voice. And Mike, who has asked me questions about vari-
tax matters, including possible property tax changes, and one of the that 
about was consolidating the appeal procedure under a court em At that time 
told him that my experience was that it didn't seem to be quite necessary. However. 
I became involved in appeals of clients in sales tax issues and some 
real diffi in the separation of hats with to the on the State Board of 
ization. In addition, of course, I an on the Ass 
and became more aware of the proper tax s with matter. 
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In 978, as a result of a resolution that was introduced Mike Antonovich, 
ment was prepared by the Commission on California State Government and 
nomy, and at that time they recommended that a separate appeals court be set up. 
don't know whether this committee has had the opportunity to look at that document. 
have a copy that I can leave for the record if you'd like. That was issued in of 
79. 
Now, my observation with the Board of Equalization ••• 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Senator Boatwright. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Could we have that appended as an exhibit in the transcript? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Yes, we will see that that becomes a part of the permanent record. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Well, they have one I think ••• 
MR. SMITH: Okay. Would it be helpful also for your record to have a copy of my 
resume? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Of your resume? That'd be fine. Yes. 
MR. SMITH: Okay, as a representative of tax appeals before the Board of 
Equalization I found a problem and that was that it appeared as if points of law would 
not come under trial but only points of fact, and that the problem arose from the same 
who made the laws would be the same people that would have to decide the issues 
based on them. And this concerned me because typically in our court system, e 
as I've observed with the Internal Revenue Service in the federal system, that matters of 
aw are also determined by the court as well as matters of fact, and this has been a very 
tant procedure in the shaping of our federal tax law. 
When I became a member of the Assessment Appeals Board I found certain 
occur also with respect to taxpayers. One of them was that there was an 
between counties in the application of tax law, and also in the appeals portion the 
cation of tax law. An example of this is the partial completion issue that gave rise 
a court case that came out of Los Angeles County. That case had to do with the 
Towers in City where the county assessor was assessing them as 
and then after a period of approximately 4 years, they had a construction 
The entire property was reappraised because of the fact that the 
on had covered such a long period of time and the assessor took the position that 
these properties were not complete or ready for appraisal until they were more than 
to 
CHAIID'rAN KEENE: Why are those conflicting conclusions not resolved as one 
subsequent court decisions that ••• 
MR. SMITH: Okay, and I'm not intending to cast a value on that practice, but just 
out that merely this was something was unique to one county that may not have 
occurred in other counties. Assessed to the inconsistencies between counties, not the 
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KEENE But aren't those inconsistencie when 
comes down on those questions? 
SMITH: I believe so, and I'll to remedies in a moment. What I 
Senator , is I would start out need and then come 
about remedies and how I feel that this will these 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: (Inaudible.) 
SMITH: Another inconsistent issue is when the 2 percent 
l3A and another was the at which unsecured proper would come under 
program under Article l3A. 
em that I've observed is the on of issues. On the Assessment 
Boards, for instance - we have three in Los s - Board 2 t 
ar issue, and an for instance was the Starkist Tuna case where 
interest when it was renewed a question as to the reassessment 
pos-
t he 
e hold improvement that was owned by the company. That same case came before us 
in Board 1, and so it went through a complete full day of 
In this case we did issue a consistent but 
was introduced for information purposes and our Board did follow the 
on • but that is not a procedure. 
So we would have then is this repetition of issues and an 
ween 
The as it now stands in many of the California tax areas is unclear 
For instance, there is a lack of reported decisions, because the 
are reported that we can re on in our clients as how 
tax matter or proper tax matter are those where the issues 
that were carried up in the appeal 
The state tax court would this and 
court lacks se. Tax law is 
aw, and the or court j s, at least those I've known, 
've been few, but those I've known have been for the most 
of tax law of all kinds was s 11, I 
but not in a ory sense. It 1 s just that it is an ti 
to involved in. 
lot of appeals that go the superior court are remanded back to the 
For instance, we have cases remanded back to us on the Tax 
court us to reconsider certain issues. So it 
If we have an issue that borders along whether it's 
of fact then there's a on of we 1 we have 
on of or not the superior court wants to jurisdiction on 
creates a real problem for the taxpayer. 
It is my feeling that establishing a state tax court in a that 
be acceptable to those that are technically competent to design a court system, or 
this case a department of a court system, would be very helpful in these areas. 
believe first that it would tend to eliminate the conflict of interest that may or may 
not really exist with the Board of Equalization but certainly becomes a cause of concern. 
It would also eliminate a lot of the problems of inconsistencies between counties and 
property taxes and it would also clarify issues and eliminate the repetition of 
before local jurisdictions over and over again on the same issues when all 
had to do was possibly look at a case that had been issued by the state tax court that 
would be on all fours with their problem. 
It would also clarify the law to the local citizen, and certainly a a businessman 
myself and one who is a representative of other businessmen, anything that can be done to 
clarify the paths that we must take gives us time to more appropriately deal with the 
mainstream of our business. 
There are some other issues that were involved in the analysis and I would like to 
address those briefly as we go. There is a point made of the fact that the local boards 
are more knowledgeable than a state tax court might be with respect to proper tax 
assessments. I'm not sure whether this is completely true. Of course, I'm representing 
Los County on their board, and certainly living in Glendale in the San Gabriel 
Valley my knowledge of property is totally different from other members of the boards and 
it's different from areas that for instance that may not be represented on the 
boards. So local knowledge is not necessarily important. However, that could be so 
re in the case of property taxes that there be some sort of local , either 
before an individual such as we now have as the local hearing officer, or before the 
local board and then allow the local board appeal to the state tax court. 
There's also some concern about the fact that the taxpayer and not the agency 
appeal the small claims decision to the court of appeals. My own personal fee 
that that's not a fair provision and I would think that both parties to the case 
have the right of appeal. 
There's a concern that there would be a ••• 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: You're close to running out time - do you have much longer? 
MR. SMITH: Only a couple of items to address here. I would point out that in 
Jersey and Oregon, as I understand it, they have a state tax court and it has not in-
tered off the court system in other areas, and that's been a concern apparently of oppo-
nents of the bill. Excuse me? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: New Jersey and Oregon, is that correct? 
MR. SMITH: I'm sorry? 
_,_ 
KEENE: Did you say New Jersey 
And yes. We were 
and we were not aware of the 
a 
until this weekend 
BOATWRIGHT: Perhaps that person could be allowed to submit a wr 
or the record. 
KEENE: Yes. Yes. And we would be y to take that under consideration 
MR. SMITH: , we'll to obtain that. A lot of the 
up in the--like-1 1m reading from a little et that was handed to me with 
some of the issues that are up - I think can be clarified and 
meet the technical needs of a tax court. I 
that s of designing a tax court and I would not to 
main purpose is to demonstrate a need and to tell you that from my frame 
that a solution in this area would be very helpful to my clients and 
of other CPA's such as myself. Thank you. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Senator Boatwright. 
ct? 
It was my that you were going to the re 
to allow people to augment the record before it goes to ~ is 
is correct. KEENE: Yes. That under 
BOATWRIGHT: All So the j would 
who is not here today who is an attorney who 
be able to 
ces tax 
KEENE: Yes, we'd be to take any statements, any 
e who may not been able to appear , in wr 
record. We will review them. We'll have staff review them and 
will be before the full committee. 
very Then we' those back to you. Oh, 
ease excuse my informal appearance. I was on 
this and dashed over. 
KEENE: We're happy to have you here. 
Thank you. 
KEENE: Thank you. Our next wit ss is James Knecht. 
KNECHT: Senator, I'm Jim Knecht from Los I 
in tax area and I've worked with Chuck Adjulat in 
on this tax court matter some time. I was involved a 
with Ass John Knox the ous slat 
KEENE: for the nK11 in your name. 
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law 
Bar 
MR. KNECHT: Most people do. I'm accustomed to it. Just as the 
indicated I also got word of this just and I'm afraid I'm not here 
preparation or a chance to organize my thoughts and I would like to take 
of your offer to supplement the record, which I will do. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. But we frequently found that the best most interest 
ten the most cogent testimony comes from people who have not prepared to the letter, so 
we'd like to hear what your thoughts are. 
MR.. KNECHT: First thought I have on the general subject is that perhaps it is 
addressing the subject in a bit of a vacuum to talk just about a tax court. I think the 
ect is broader than that and we need to broaden our vision a little bit and talk more 
about tax administration overall in California, not only about a tax court. 
About two years--as a matter of fact just about two years ago at this time, Peter 
Schaafsma of the Legislative Analyst's Office here in Sacramento was in Los Angeles and 
he spoke before the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce. So I have a copy of his talk 
and I don't intend to refer to it or to read it at length, but I thought if I could take 
a moment and just read a page from it, it's kind of a good summary, a good background, it 
seems to me, of where the subject of tax administration in California has been and I'd 
like to supplement the record with this full speech I believe - I think it's useful. He 
said, "It should come as little surprise that many analysts and administrators, 
the Legislative Analyst's Office, have suggested that tax administration in California 
should be consolidated. Even before the 1933 Legislature adopted the Riley-Stuart Plan 
which forms the basis of our present revenue system, tax administration in California had 
been criticized for its lack of centralization. In 1929 the California Tax Commission 
recommended that the Board of Equalization be abolished and replaced by a pro-
fessional tax commission. In 1941 the Committee on State Organization noted the lack 
logic behind the tax collection system and recommended that a department of revenue be 
created, administered by an executive director appointed by the Governor. Since then a 
total of 7 separate Senate and Assembly committees on either taxation or 
nization have looked at this issue and all reached the same conclusion, that 
administration should be unified. In 1 the Assembly Committee on Government 
tion undertook an extensive examination of revenue administration in California. This 
committee concluded that California's revenue administration structure is characterized 
, duplication, financial waste, and diffusion of activities and 
bilities. It is a hodge-podge of boards and elective and appointed officials and is not 
truly responsible to the Governor, the Legislature or the people. 
years later that same committee again looked at revenue consolidation and it 
reached the identical conclusion [so] that more enthusiasm over the of Revenue 
apparently was generated during this second set of hearings and specific s 
Governor, the Board of Equalization, the Little Hoover Commission, and the 
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discussed. All of the were intended achieve some sort 
but the similarities seemed to end 
to another group 1 s act. The Board of 
the Tax Board and the slative to 
Other issues seem to resolution of the debate were--whether 
ration should be handled an elected body versus an executive 
Well, that's all I want to say from this talk at this time, but 
that before we into the merits of a tax court per se and because a tax 
would eliminate some of the administrative s, 
before the Board of on if it were to be enacted, 
' 
I 
think, or the committee want to think about the advisability 
or reviewing just what is the need for the Franchise Tax Board 
one hand, the Board of on on the other the cumbersome and 
iticized appeal process in income and franchise tax cases from the Franchise Tax 
the oard of Equalization, the inability of the Franchise Tax Board to eal 
the Board of on, which I a 
• and one of the reasons perhaps that we don't get the 
of the board that perhaps we should be getting. 
ry 
of decisions 
s been said many times of course that the Franchise Tax Board is a 
ization, it's 
reason for 
an 
controlled it. 
a tax court or an 
before a disinterested, 
the pr 
board or commission 
ective 
fore he has to pay the tax. Now that just isn't the case as matters 
goes before the Franchise Tax Board and then to 
never had a to have his case heard 
before he must then pay the tax. Now it true after 
the courts for a refund and that s of course. proper 
that at all. But before he pay the tax 
seems to me there to be a better method dea with tax 
a fair 
model. 
than we now have. We don't have to look too far 
Interna Revenue ce a cursed damned 
submit to you that the Internal Revenue at least the 
system that encompasses Internal Revenue Service • is a very eff 
way 
were to consolidate the 
director of revenue 
the states that ons 
a tax 
on in California a 
not 
we 
ace a person who is responsible for tax administration, such as the Commiss 
Internal Revenue is in the federal , but you would also have 
who has the Governor's ear who would be responsible, if not mainly, have 
re for formulating tax policy. 
Presently I think one of our problems in California, many think, is there's a 
diffusion of responsibility for formulating tax policy. You know, we have Proposition 
13, the repeal of the inheritance tax, and all of these things which are horrible 
examples, but perhaps if we had had some people thinking about these problems we wouldn t 
have been confronted with all of them. And if we had a director of revenue with these 
cy responsibilities and administrative responsibilities, we think we could achieve a. 
more sensible system of administration that would be cost effective, streamlined, 
understandable to the taxpayers, and then if coupled with that we would have a mechanism, 
be it a tax court or be it a board of tax appeals, which was really what we talked about 
in the last go-around when Assemblyman Knox proposed his legislation as a compromise to 
the Judicial Council - the proposal was to enable the Legislature to adopt either a tax 
court or a board of tax appeals - if we had something like that in place to give the 
ayer an impartial hearing before he has to pay his tax, it would be a big step toward 
fur the assessment of taxes, the collection of taxes, and the formulation of tax 
policy in California. 
I won't speak to the matter of the local assessment appeals boards - the previous 
speaker did so. I think we're seeing fewer cases involving questions of valuation. I 
have no direct evidence or statistics on that, but it's my impression from talking to 
that now we're talking more about legal issues involving changes of ownership and 
the problems that that creates, rather than the valuation kinds of problems that we've 
before the passage of Proposition 13. And again, the Assessment 
Boards are not well suited to deal with those kinds of issues. They were created of 
course to reach determinations of value and we're finding I think that there are fewer of 
those of problems before those boards. Am I out of time? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: You're out of time. I had a couple of questions I wanted to 
you, Mr. Knecht. One was--some of your comments were directed toward of 
the mechanisms for development of tax policy. Other of your comments were directed 
toward the bodies which adjudicate questions of the implementation of that How 
do the two relate to each other? The director of revenue, for example, what has that 
to do with the issue of a tax court? 
MR. KNECHT: Well, it doesn't necessarily have anything immediately to do with it. 
I don't mean to paint with too broad a brush here ••• 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: I'm resisting the temptation to ask you to "connect" the two for 
me. 
MR. KNECHT: I' 11 try to. 
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KEENE: I just want to the 
I wouldn't say you would have 
have director of revenue in order to go on and have a tax court. 
we haven t been about that up till now, and I don't mean to say 
to be done. I 1 m that if you 1 re to take away 
zation's hearing power to tax from the Franchise Tax Board, or 
sales and use tax cases, if you're going to say that before the taxpayer pays the tax 
s to be entitled to an impartial before some forum, be it tax 
eals board, then the is what's left for the Board of to do? 
property tax area we've just seen a notice come down from the Board 
're the process, if I understand it correctly, of abolishing or consolidat 
er-county function. I mean, seems to 
an historical problem since the passage of 13. We ve had a case come down 
of I believe the Supreme Court refused a hearing - the ITT World 
cat case which held that the public utilities are entitled to the 
ition 13, that is a base-year value, the Board cannot reassess or 
ic utilities every year, so now that function has been taken away from 
of ization. Sure, still have the of rules and 
re at ions and so forth for the county assessors and there 1 s a significant proper tax 
that the Board performs, but it 1 s been whittled down it seems to me 
take away the power of Board, and of course I haven't 
very much, but one of have in California, 
r representatives, is the fact that the Board is a politically elected 
's not composed typically of who have any 
of taxation; the work seems to be done for the most part staff behind 
Board members themselves really aren' t seem to be - to 
appearance of a nuts-and-bolts handle on the 
tax cases to have; so the 
t we ••• 
KEENE: "These" the Board 
And the Franchise Tax Board. 
KEENE: And the Franchise Tax Board. 
that you would 
is do we 
ion and what else? 
KNECHT: more directly, one of ons or comments here has been 
court without a lot of additional cost? Well, don 
answer to that question. I think if you left as is 
a tax court, we d be ect to criticism that we are 
, we' re another of to 
em 
KEENE: 
' I you were in a of 
costs, we are 
, whereas if 
the Board of ion could be vested with the authority to act as a tax 
without it a tax court. And then when you talked about the that the members 
are elected and may not have the nuts-and-bolts experiences I you were 
away from that. I'm not sure where you are at this time. 
MR. KNECFIT: I certainly didn't mean to give the ssion that I the Board 
of Equalization should become a tax court. I mean, that would be the last thing I would 
suggest. You know, that's not getting us anywhere as far as I'm concerned in 
the system of 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: So where should we be going in your 
MR. KNECHT: Toward a tax court or alternatively toward a - as we did in the 
go-around, if need be in order to overcome opposition from various quarters, 
toward a tax appeals board, so long as the competence and the ability of the to 
deal with the subjects are protected. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Senator Lockyer. 
SENATOR BILL LOCKYER: I wanted to make sure I understood the current route that one 
might take an appeal. A business tax that is levied and collected--or collected by the 
Board of Equalization, if there is a dispute there after having had an unsatisf 
result at the Board level then a person would appeal to superior court. Is that the 
MR. KNECFIT: Well, it 1 s not-the problem is, Senator, it's not quite an appeal. 
What it is, when the Board 1 s decision has become final then the tax is due and must be 
and so at that point then you go into a refund procedure where you file a claim for 
refund and upon denial of that claim then you go to court. And that's true both with 
re to sales and use tax cases, which of course are heard in the first instance 
the Board ••• 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Rights. 
MR. KNECFIT: and in the franchise and income tax cases, which are heard the 
Board on from the Franchise Tax Board, and both of those instances when the 
of on's decision is final the tax has to be , and then, as I say, judicial 
remedy 
SENATOR LOCKYER: And so, on income or bank and corporate one's - one's route 
be to to the Franchise Tax Board and then ••• 
MR. KNECHT: Well, it's right. Yeah, that's a protest 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Do they have a formal kind of hearing? 
MR. KNECFIT: Well, it's quite informal. It's informal. It's not before 
Franchise Tax Board per se. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Okay. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Okay. 
MR. KNECHT: The Franchise Tax Board does not sit ••• 
SENATOR LOCKYER: It's a hearing officer or 
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KNECHT: Yeah, the officer, and informal, 
on that protest - the is a 
formal fi protesting the proposed assessment, and that 1 heard before a 
officer and if it's not di of at that then after the notice 
Franchise Tax Board the 
then its heard ••• 
can file an appeal to go to the Board of 
SENATOR LOCKYER: That's the Board itself. 
MR. KNECHT: The Board itself. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: In both of those instances, that is sales and use, the full B 
KNECHT: That's right. That's right. In the sales tax case 
officer procedure which will hear many cases if the to 
heard at that level, or he can have it heard before the full Board. And then of 
the sales tax area the decision is made by the Board without any opinion or 
s ust a notice, you win or you lose, and that's all you see. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Now what happens ••• 
MR. KNECHT: In a or income tax area there s written 
down the Board of ization in those cases. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: When is payment due with the U.S. Tax Court? 
KNECHT Beg your pardon? 
SENATOR LOCKYER: When is payment due from in the .s. em? 
MR. KNECHT: Well, if you go the tax court and the decision--the 
down for the or the , the 
that 
the circuit court, the federal circuit court - in this case the 9th Circui 
on, you know, all the way up to the supreme court. And until the case is f 
the line, the tax is held in suspense, it, interest of course s 
but other than interest why the tax is until the is 
LOCKYER: There's never a necess to pay there? 
MR. KNECHT: Well, as a matter of , the U.S. Tax Court is different from 
about in this in that if you pay the tax in the 
Tax Court loses jurisdiction. Then you have to go to the federal dist 
refund. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: So, those who haven't paid go to the .S. Tax Court. 
MR KNECHT: What we' re in this slation is a 
federal in that in state tax court you would get an udication 
fore paying the tax, or you could pay the tax and seek a refund so it would have both 
jurisdiction and refund ction and at the same time this at 
the power of the to seek a refund in the 
reason that if 1 s in a remote the state or some 
-12-
he d rather go to the court he can, the would be 
know, 99 of the cases would be dealt with in the tax court where the expert 
is. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Do you have any estimate of volume on these kinds of filings? 
MR. KNECHT: I really don't have a good estimate of volume. For one thing it 
depend on the volume coming out of the assessment appeals boards, and as I've indicated, 
my belief is that that's down. If you look at the advance sheets month in and month out 
you're seeing, oh, on an average of a couple of cases in, well, I'll say, maybe on an 
average of about one case in every issue of the advance sheets and they come down weekly, 
or what: ever it is, so you see, you know, that much coming down out of the district courts 
of and the supreme court in the tax area. That's pretty rough. I wouldn't want 
to be held to that because I don't really know, but we could develop some of that 
information and we probably should. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. Anything you wish to add at this point? 
MR. KNECHT: I don't believe so, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you very much for your testimony. John Davies. 
MR. JOHN DAVIES: Mr. chairman and Senators, John Davies appearing for the Judicial 
Council of California which is the constitutional agency charged with administration and 
surveying of judicial business. 
The Judicial Council for some time has had a position of opposition to the 
specialization courts that have been proposed from now and then--or proposed now and 
then, including the tax court. The tax court idea, as was pointed out the Chairman, 
is not a new idea, and in fact, the testimony of Mr. Knecht reminded me that former and 
deceased Chief Justice Gibson addressed the issue and said, "The evil in tax cases is 
the administrative system and the duplication and conflicting functions of the 
administrative agencies and boards which exercise taxing functions in this 
Instead of tinkering with our appellate courts, which are operating with reasonable 
satisfaction and experienced hands, it would be more profitable to 
consideration of the creation of a coordinated and systematized tax administration 
state, reforming the tax field, in short, should begin where the tax cases 
That is a statement that was made by Chief Justice Gibson in 1946. 
I think it's important to frame the issues. On the one hand you have the tax 
administration in state, you have issues that relate to that, you have substantive 
law issues as to whether or not the taxpayers should come up with the money before or 
after the case is heard or administrative hearing is held; and on the other hand you 
have the court system. And what is proposed here is a solution that affects the 
on and structure of our court system. The whole thrust of modern court 
administration has been in the direction ect matter ons. 
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ornia we have trial courts that have 
New York State ch 
ecialized courts, has 
idate several of those 
ature in that state 
courts in order to more 
We have in our existing as I said, a generalized 
urisdiction. We have one set of rules and We have utilization 
as 
courts process the 
who are in fact appointed. We have divisions for f 
s that exist 
law and as the 
and, well, basically as the supply of cases warrants in the individual countie 
9 time we retain to move those j and to use 
in handl the caseload that s presented to those courts. For all 
ons we would oppose the creation of a tax court in California. 
The issue of the cost of the system has been raised and we have 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Before you get to the costs could you comment 
support your conclusion that the problems that people are is with 
of administration over on the administrative side, and with the 
• DAVIES: 
is that the 
Well, I think on that 
so far I 
rative side of 
there would be two things I would say 
think has been with re to the 
With re to the numbers of cases we're about, we took a look at-- I 
brie given the time available, some of the advance sheets and 
California, and what I could find indicated that at least in the--at 
reme Court level, talking about Board of cases Franchise Board 
ther revenue related cases, whi in one instance included a Williamson 
clear whether the that those sorts of 
this as well, that there were a total of four of 
1 and the of '82-83. At the court of level it 
were some 20 cases, reported cases, that is that would 
ory of tax related - that would be 20 l, 300 cases 
that assuming that the same proportion those cases are 
as are decided it would be ly 20 cases per year that would 
tax board. the same workload standard that the 
it created new appellate court j 
per year. We're talking about less than one 
would have 5 j s. So to us, based on 
time, it isn't there in terms of 
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, that was lOS written 
workload for the tax cour 
workload 
a 5 j 
the court 
tax 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: 
your consumer 
have been indicated by 
with? Or do you 
If you take off 
hat and you take 
witnesses, how do you 
ems don t 
where 1 re not tant? 
MR DAVIES: Well I think the issue in one re 
exist 
boils down to what 
administrative remedies. There seems to be some frustration with respect to 
board appeals from that board and not determination. gue 
that sense you can have a consumer solution to it at the administrative 
and addre that. 
With respect to the of taxes or not of taxes 
determination, I guess that's a substance of law and is a matter that the 
really address. I mean, if it's decided that taxpayers who are in the process 
, be it administrative udication or o , if it s to be 
don't have to pay their tax beforehand, that, too, the ure can addre 
I think there are those things that can be done to solve those consumer tax related 
ems. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Without mess with the courts. 
MR. DAVIES: Without affecting the courts, without that structure. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Mr. Knecht, maybe you could comment on those 
Could you come up here so we you on 
one. Isn't it rea the responsibility 
as a matter of cy in the course 
record? 
the 
don 1 t we start 
ure to decide when 
process, both 
and , that the Legislature can say, , you don't pay taxes until 
or that And would that solve the em • • 
MR. KNECH:r: The question then is when will a decision become final 
who wi make that decision? In this 1 that we have 
d the payment of the tax is deferred with 
cases and, 
termination 
instances where there's been a assessment 
assessment where 
's a bout to take off or 
other instances. So, there 
certain cases and most parti 
are 
's a, you know, a real urgency 
and ve to the tax -
ions for the immediate 
relative to the tax situation 
local is not to be flooded with a lot of tax protestors 
ous tax claims to beat the of the tax. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: But I 1 Council that that 
't go to structure. You can say that a tax can be at A 
don't have to mess--you don't have to the structure in order 
KNECHT: Well, I'm not sure how would 
c 
Let's assume we have an administrative and the taxpayer loses, but he still 
keep go , he's not satisfied with an administrative , where does he go 
Does he go to the superior court? Is the superior court to make the 
decision before he has to pay the tax? What are we talking about? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: We could say that. I mean, that would be one possibility. 
MR. KNECHT: Okay. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: That where there's no reason to suspect that the person is going to 
the country or go belly-up or something then you don't have to pay until later. But 
we wouldn't have to affect structure in order to accomplish that. 
MR. KNECHT: I guess I would have to say in theory there's no reason why we couldn' 
defer the payment of tax and let the superior court adjudicate tax disputes. I would 
think that - and it would be desirable - it is in the federal system - you would want to 
some provision in the law that would forestall spurious tax claims. You've got to 
prevent taxpayers from taking untenable position to simply delay the payment of tax. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. But a separate question of policy. If you get back into 
structure--the Judicial Council appears to be making the point that the problems are 
rea you get into the courts, over in the exhaustion of administrative remedies 
rement, that that's where the problems are because the administrative remedies are 
not, well, whatever the criticisms are of the administrative areas. 
MR. KNECHT: Well, we can get into a whole discussion on the matter of 
administrative remedies, because in the tax field the need to exhaust your administrative 
remedies is really--there isn't any. There is no administrative remedy you have to 
exhaust. If you want to, you just pay the tax and file a claim for refund and you can go 
to court. I mean, you know, you can waive all of the hearings and so forth and just go 
court and 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Which, if I may interrupt, which suggests that there isn't an at 
east unnecessary delay from the administrative remedies, because they're waivable. 
MR. KNECHT: Yeah. I don't know, I'm not ••• 
SENATOR LOCKYER: I'm a little perplexed when I read, well, gee, there are all these 
or different bodies - the horseracing board or the motor vehicle license board~ 
etc - who all collect some kind of a fee or tax. Frankly, I 'm--if you put all those 
into one unified agency, I suspect it would take more time staff and trouble 
run that sort of unified administrative apparatus. I'm not particularly alarmed, 
because there are discreet streams of tax revenue sources that have an udicative 
that theoretically understands each particular kind of revenue source and rules. 
don't know, !--just the fact that the-doesn't it just reflect the fact that there are 
whole bunch of different revenues coming in and different agencies to involved in 
that and what's gained by having one administrative agency? Do you see any benefits in 
that? 
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KNECHT: Well, I can say 
made a of--an intricate of how works. I 
that have been said, such as the or just repeating 
the numerous committees of this slature that I've 
speech have found on occasions. It stands to reason I think 
consolidated that there could be some s s with to administration 
data , and collection. 
Now, when you down to audit there 
be a I don't think you could go in and 
there 
do a sales 
audit and a franchise tax audit at the same time. I, you know, would 
be some opportunities to coordinate a little better 
We hear all the time horror stories about the Board of 
this week to do a sales tax audit and they're no sooner gone than the Franchise Tax 
walks in and does the same thing, of course on a tax , a 11 over Some 
that can't be avoided I'm sure, but perhaps some it could be if it 
more consolidation and more coordination efforts. 
spoke about Justice Gibson in his opposition to 
That cer has been a position of the Judicial Council. I would 
that there are others, Chief Burger who 
about the need for in terms of lty forums to dea 
fferent areas of the law. I mean the law has become 
know, and most lawyers don't profess to ce too anymore , and 
to deal with all law. It's not 
I think traditional about with courts 
urisdiction is tending to down. There's a reason for it You 
the age of specialization - I don't know we shouldn't observe that in 
matter 
well as other contexts. I'm not sure if I answered your 
KEENE: Well, I guess bo om line is do we need a 
says it creates all sorts of of court 
as modern but 
ization. That argument aside, 
you say needs to be 
is do you need 
and how will that resolve the consumer ? 
MR. KNECHT: Previously, this issue was met - and I believe the Judicial 
that issue could be met by an administrative board of 
instead a court has residual jurisdiction such as a 
And I don't know if your ion on that re or not. whether 
would oppose an administrative board also or it's just the idea of 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Will you first tell us how that will 
of ve enumerated? 
7-
MR. KNECHT: It would help in that you would re that the members of that 
ied as if were j Now would not have 
urisdiction that we've been talking about but they would have the necessary jurisdiction 
to deal with all tax matters that came before them. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: And appeal from the determinations of that board would go where? 
MR. KNECHT: Well, that's the question. Ideally they would go to the district court 
of appeal just as they would from the superior court, or as they would from this tax 
court that we're talking about, that 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Would it be prudent to have a statewide board of appeals and have 
its decisions then go to a district court? I mean, where you have an entity of statewide 
urisdiction then yielding in authority to an appellate jurisdiction at the 
court level? 
MR. KNECHT: It works quite well in the federal system. We have the United States 
Tax Court, which is a court of national jurisdiction; it's headquartered in 
but the judges travel around the country and they sit in different cities and have a 
calendar periodically. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: But appeal from that goes to the appellate level. 
MR. KNECHT: It goes to the federal circuit in which the case was decided. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: So I guess the analogy would be to send it to the state court 
of--to the court of appeals in California. 
MR. KNECHT: Right. And if the gentleman's figures are right, we're not 
about that much volume, or any volume, perhaps less volume, to the court of 
In other words, if you sift out more at the lower level perhaps you would reduce 
the volume of litigation that goes up to the court of appeal. But in any event it 
doesn't sound like at the court of appeal level we're talking about all that much. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: What's wrong with that system, Mr. Davies? 
MR. DAVIES: Well, with regard to the comment of our position on an administrat 
board I was not here when the bill moved through the Legislature to this 
committee so I don't know what those discussions were. I would imagine that were 
the order of settlement discussions as to a compromise amendment to a bill as opposed 
Judicial Council position. I don't know that the Council adopted that as 
such. I'm sure it was in discussions as to what could be done. 
I think it also appears as though that would be a system of--sort of final 
administrative udication before it into the court system. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: An administrative appellate entity of statewide jurisdiction before 
it into the court system. 
MR. DAVIES: Yes. There's the Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, for 
and the Worker's Compensation Appeals Board. But, again, that would seem to me to be 
the administrative side of to get a clear-cut final adjudication before 
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the court system. The other •• 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Where do go after a WCAB or 
Into what--the courts at what level do 
MR. DAVIES: I think the WCAB Goes into the court of and the 
I m not sure. It may go into court. 
The flipside of this in terms of the numbers, however, in at this 
course this bill doesn't address the administrative side becasue it creates the 
tax court, it doesn't repeal any of the exis authority for other boards 
commissions. The other portion of this bill, which is the small claims section, 
would address tax assessments less than $5,000 or property cash values of 
is a substantial change. That is a of what's on out there 
what the county boards of equalization, or appeals groups are And we have 
estimate that's based on the Knox legislation. We received from the Board 
an estimate that there are some 45,000 of those cases out there. So when 
worked our cost estimate we did it for a tax court with that 
group and then a small claims division which would be authorized under this 
that would deal with that mass of cases - the 45,000. So this isn 
down to that select group of cases. 
Just for your information, we've worked a coat estimate, 
you have that before you, I believe. The tax court with the 5 
estimate of that it's comparable to a 
with additional cost for travel since there'd be only one court statewide, 
of 2.9 to 3.3 million dollars. The small claims with the 
the of commissioners to hear these cases, which may raise in some 
the same that you have now with the exi structure, because i 's 
to be it, if you hire those commissioners at 75 
, assume that they take--each case takes 30 to 40 minutes, we 
estimates--that comes from one of the consultants with the Revenue 
Committee back when the Knox bill was that that's the 
or j for of these cases--you get an estimate of j 
cost of 4.6 million to 6.2 million for a total cost to 9~ million dollars for 
kind of a proposal. So it does have substantial costs associated with it, as 
drafted anyway. 
LOCKYER: Are you also counting whatever the offset be in 
workload at some other 
MR. DAVIES: NO, it does not take that into account. It's 
said, deals only with the issue of creating this new tax structure it doesn't 
the jurisdiction or the procedures or the of the other 
There are several technical concerns that have been raised in the 
bill, as 
wi just incorporate by reference that we are concerned about a number of those 
uniform procedures and the Judicial Council's power now to have--to determine 
what court rules and procedures are without having the court, the tax court, 
authority for that. The concurrent jurisdiction between superior court and this 
tax court, how are you going to define that? Maybe in a rural county it makes sense to 
go to a superior court but how are you going to restrict somebody from going to the 
superior court in an urban county, if that's what they choose, if the statute provides 
concurrent jurisdiction? And if you do that what savings have you made? 
You also have tax cases that are criminal cases. 
used so that the whole case can be disposed of 
requirements. Is the tax court going to hear those? 
They are in fact I think sometimes 
at once. You have speedy trial 
The issue of a conflict of interest among staff, since there was no prohibition 
against outside practice, was raised, that would be a concern. And then the small claims 
division, the definition of $500,000 true cash value. It becomes a litigatable issue, I 
guess, as to whether or not you're within the small claims jurisdiction. So, those are 
some of our other concerns. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: With WCAB Does it go-is there concurrent jurisdiction with the 
superior court? 
MR. DAVIES: No, I don't believe there is. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. I suspect there would not--it would not be desirable here 
either. But as you point out, that might put a burden on rural individuals who have 
problems. 
MR. DAVIES: Possibly so. I should point out, also, that in quoting Justice Gibson 
the Judicial Council itself doesn't take any position with respect to the status or 
condition of the administrative side of this thing and that we don't make any 
recommendations regarding that. 
MR. KNECHT: Senator Keene, just briefly on the matter of cost I'm not able to 
refute or question the figures that have been given here. In two possible 
, were those figures based on the 45 ,000 cases that you cited that you'd en? 
Because those figures are--if I understood you correctly were 1980 figures. 
MR. DAVIES: The figures--the small claims portion of it is in fact based on that 
The tax court portion is based on the cost of--recently we created a new--the 
authorized the creation of a new court in San Jose, a court of appeal-it would be a 
three j court--and based on those numbers and the average cost of 
court judgeships we came up with the 2.9 to 3. 3 mill ion dollar figure for that portion. 
For the small claims portion we assumed that there were 45,000 cases that were going to 
be in there assuming that those commissioners dispose of cases in the same fashion that 
or court cases are disposed of, we came up with this other cost f 
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my under 
and it 
that 
did include 
case from 
it was upwards of 60 to 75 to 90 thousand and so took a more 
estimate in that through. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: If, M:r Davies you saddle a superior court j who 
of the tax area, or very little, with a tax issue, it seems to 
the choices are two-fold. One is a risk of bad result. The is a very 
procedure where the judge is forced to increase costs by in experts of various 
to assist in the determination. How do you respond to that and does 
arithmetic, which is already selective because it doesn 1 t take into consideration the 
decrease in cases as Senator Lockyer points out, fail to take into consideration the 
sts of very complicated tax cases to the court 
MR. DAVIES: Yes. I don 1 t know how one would calculate that I guess 
first reaction is that it's an adversary system and so it's not one-sided. In other 
words, you have one side brie the tax issue going this way, what does the statute 
mean or what is the application; the o side brief it the other way. So you 
the judge through that adversary process and the brie that goes 
ordinari 
An.d the process, the adjudication process is really one that I think relates 
qualifications that we have for appellate court j - 10 years 
ctice t pre pare one to deal with all the areas that exist 
aw existed in the law. Probate, taxation, law is be 
more area. And the courts are dea with that. At the court 
level I think in there are certain j and counsel who have 
cases and can that to bear on those cases that are before the court. So 
sure that the tax area is all that di from the other areas of the law 
a legislature that's not specialized in that sense, and so not 
courts 
KEENE The lat ure does break down into ect matter 
has certainly moved in the direction of no one 
one specia to done for which that person was 
The theoretical answer is a nice one: judges 
sn' t that because now certain certification 
the courts say, well, we're removed from that sort of and our court 
re s courts of general on and not on. 
MR. DAVIES: If I respond, I think the issue is not--no j can 
be educated on all the various areas of the law that exist. It' a 
what are the ations a j should to dete and 
And the qualifications process we have now for appellate s and e 
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the review that's done by the Bar, the issue is does that j have the of 
1 to both sides of the case, reading the briefs, some research 
and coming to a fair and just solution and judgment in the case, assuming it s a 
judge-decided case. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Senator Boatwright. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: With the exception of the local assessment appeals boards where 
quite often the taxpayer appears and pleads his or her own case, counsel universally 
represent litigants before, for example, the Franchise Tax Board the hearing officer, and 
also before the Board of Equalization sitting as the final appeals board. And basical 
I guess, the judge does apply the law; but generally they're looking at a factual 
situation, because the law is there and if it falls within, for example, if we're talking 
about whether or not with respect to income tax, a deduction is appropriate, the law is 
rather extensive with respect to deductions. I guess the question usually becomes one of 
fact. Did in fact the taxpayer take the deduction, was it - and this is quite common in 
this field - was it a reasonable and necessary business deduction? That's a big thing in 
these appeals. The law spells out what is or is not. But the facts that have to be 
presented by the taxpayer is what makes really the determination. And I guess what it 
comes down to is a person of average ability almost. I've often said that sometimes -
except for trial court judges - I think they have to make tougher decisions, because they 
shoot from the hip more than the appeals court. That's, I think, the toughest job that a 
j has to face, as a trial court judge. But with respect to the Assessment 
Boards, to the Franchise Tax Board, its hearing officers, to the Board of Equalization, 
what they're passing on is a factual situation. Once they make up their mind 
could go either way usually on most of the cases. And from what I've heard, the 
thrust of the argument Mr. Knecht makes, is that it's not so much where the case goes 
from there, but based upon what he said, he is looking for an appeals procedure at the 
lower level where there are experts who hear these cases before they get into whatever 
court form they're going to. That seemed to be what I heard from Mr. Knecht. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: The appeal that I find in that argument is the notion that in this 
ect matter area of tax law you tend to get cases that appear on two sides of 
spectrum, where superior courts are courts of sort of usual and regular jurisdiction as 
far as subject matter, and occasionally they get very, very tough cases, more 
obviously in some of these tax cases and have to bring an additional expertise. But that 
tax cases appear on opposite ends of the political-of the political spectrum! --of the 
spectrum of difficulty of cases that some of them are quite trivial and repetitive and 
could be disposed of by experts very quickly. And others are so complex that it is 
:ropriate to saddle an ordinary superior court judge, and I don't mean that in any 
derogatory way, but the superior court judge who has to shoot from the hip and deal with 
these atypical cases that come before him or her--shouldn't there then be somebody that 
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with these re and thereafter at level? 
• DAVIES: Senator Keene, I 
ecia court or a level. would then go to the 
you have a who makes a mistake it s to go there anyway for correction 
is the harm done in that sense? 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Well, I think the harm done is that 
spec 
summary d 
court j 
ection of the case. a summary disposition of a case, not ection but 
of a case, or has never taken , because the super 
cannot deal with that as well, nearly as well. 
DAVIES: The two other come to mind and one was raised Senator 
and is if it's a case then it 
have expertise to handle in terms of the 
is a case that most 
determinations 
not that of a case and a case there's always 
writ up to the court of appeal immediately if you think the judge is 
issue. And I wonder how many of these--number one, I guess, the 
can take 
wrong on the 
would be how 
many of these cases are there; number two, how many cases that go to 
the court of appeal decided at trial or decided by motion summary j or 
what else that gets it So there are a number of erent devices that 
think it to the court of where I think we would--it seems as 
ta 
full 
about a system that would go there anyway. So I'm not sure that I understand the 
of a new trial court, so to for with thes 
cases. 
to be able to you at CHAIRMAN KEENE: I don' t think I 1 m 
the kinds of cases that are the cases, it seems to me that there may be 
on for it. don't we don't you conclude 
te • Davies, or if you have we can hear other witnesses. 
MR. DAVIES: Yes, I've There were some that 
letter that was submitted to committee and I would that be 
the record as well. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you. 
DAVIES: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Counts 
MR. LARRY COUNTS: Mr. Chairman, my name is Counts. I'm the 
the Franchise Tax Board. Our notice was bit brief 
have ng prepared to you in writ I have some conments like 
make. First of all, I'd to make the most comment, Franchise 
has t taken a on this or any to my 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Consider the Board and yourself to add any 
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written afterward which will become of the transcr 
MR. COUNTS: board right now is meeting. That's one of the difficulties 
started at 1:00 also. 
The comments that I wanted to make have been generally covered so I' 11 try not to 
them. I'd like to tell you just generally why we're involved in a tax court 
discussion in the first place. We are kind of like the Internal Revenue Service - we re 
the income tax people for the State of California, both personal income tax and the 
corporate income tax. We also administer the HRA, the Homeowner's and Renter's 
Assistance Program, otherwise known as the senior citizens program, and we also 
administer the audit program, and the Political Reform Act of 1974. 
A typical case that you will have is where the Franchise Tax Board has sent a bi 
out to a taxpayer that they don't like and if they choose to protest that, they have the 
to an administrative hearing within the Franchise Tax Board. If it's a 
case the protest hearing is held by an attorney, one of our staff members. It could be a 
large unitary case or it could be a large corporate case or it could be a residency case. 
It could be a head-of-household case. It could be any number of cases--of kinds of 
cases. And most of the cases are resolved at that level, at the protest level. 're 
informal hearings but our attorneys are of course skilled in that area and in many times 
the representatives for the taxpayer are CPAs or attorneys or skilled representatives. 
Many times they're not. But it is an informal opportunity for taxpayers to get 
di on of the case. 
If don't like the result that the Franchise Tax Board comes up with on the 
protest, 
want to 
have a right to pay that tax and go to court if they desire. If don' 
can appeal the decision, without paying the tax, to the Board 
ization. Now, the Board of Equalization, as you know, is a five-member board--four 
of which are elected and one of them is the State Controller, the Franchise Tax Board at 
the same time is the State Controller, the Director of Finance appointed the Governor 
and the Chairman of the Board of Equalization. So there are two members of the Franchi 
Tax Board that are also members of the Board of Equalization. So there is a percep 
or an appearance here of control. That is, the Board of Equalization runs the Franchise 
Tax Board. As an attorney with the Franchise Tax Board I can tell you that doesn' 
en, but it certainly looks that way, like it could happen. 
If the Board of Equalization takes the case, which they do, they will render an 
on and that opinion has precedential value for the taxpayers and for the Franchise 
Tax Board before the Board of Equalization. It doesn't have precedential value 
before a court of law, because it 1 s simply the Board of Equalization's opinion, and the 
court on the same case can do what it wants to do. If a taxpayer doesn't like the Board 
of Equalization's decision he can pay the tax and go to court and start all over 
It's a trial de novo. You don't take a look at the Board of Equalization's and 
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whet her it ' s or wrong, you start from scratch. That become 
and the Franchise Tax Board does prett well before 
ization. and large the Franchise Tax Board does pre well 
court em. In words, we win most of our cases. That s 
IRS and federal courts, too. We normally don't go to court or resist an unless 
think we're Probably 90 percent of the cases we win. I think some e 
that that 1 s-the reason we win before the Board ization is because the Board 
on and the Franchise Tax Board are the same I don't think that's 
that s not true. But at same time there is that , that you 
same the decisions that are on both Boards. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: You win what number? 
MR. COUNTS: I would say probably at least 90 percent. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: That 1 s from FTB to BOE. 
MR. COUNTS: That's right. 
SENATOR LOCKYER: How about from BOE to court? 
MR. COUNTS: In court our success ratio over years is in the 89 
also. If you need statistics on that I could get them to you. That's ust my fee 
SENATOR LOCKYER: Your estimate's fine. 
MR. COUNTS: The big cases we normally win. One problem that has al 
mentioned is a em, I think it's a real em, that is if we lose before the 
been 
ization, the Franchise Tax Board, that's end of it. We just the doors 
it. There should be some probably statutory in that area so that 
Franchise Tax Board believes the Board of ization' s opinion is wrong that we can 
ea that or go to court ourselves. We can't do that now. 
sit 
Board 
aw. 
and arge the current system seems to work. It's relatively from 
of a taxpayer because Board of are informal. 
don't walk into court with the fee I'm in court now. It's very 
, and the results are 
or you but I think that a 
another statistic 
has better chance before 
on he does in U.S. Tax Court, because our Board 
equity more than the U.S. Tax Court. In other words, as 
out, many s the case is a 
Board of ization tends, if it's a before 
sit there and say what s r, more so than it might happen in a court 
the same time I would with Senator that most the cases 
questions of A lot of them are 1 that the 
ion has to solve. 
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SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: I think he issued a written directive as a recall sometime 
year - it rose out of a case that I was dealing with him on, and as a matter of fact 
was a rather complicated case. It involved securities and exchange and whether or not -
it was a very complicated case - whether or not the individual who held harmless the 
on was entitled to a reasonable business deduction, and the feds ruled that it 
was, because he was the majority shareholder and his entire future as a securities 
was at stake here and they felt--the federal government felt that it was a reasonable 
business deduction, and evidently the case had been resolved with the feds but was still 
pending before the Franchise Tax Board. I got a constituent request as to what was 
happening and Mr. Goldberg investigated and said that should not have happened, and at 
that I think he did issue a written directive that 
MR. COUNTS: If I could clarify that - we're talking about two different 
basically. One is if the law is the same we' 11 follow the federal law - no question 
about that. Sometimes if it's an audit decision at the IRS level - they're human beings 
too and they can make mistakes just as we can - and it's possible for the IRS to make a 
mistake on an audit, one way or the other. And so our policy is not written down but 
there is a policy that to the extent possible we will follow the federal unless it's 
clearly erroneous, and if it's clearly erroneous we can't. But in your case that you had 
the federal policy was not clearly erroneous, it was correct. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Yeah. And I guess a lot of your cases are disposed of that 
way. 
MR. COUNTS: Yes that's correct. That's basically what I had to make as comments. 
With respect to a tax court I think we all like the idea as attorneys of appearing before 
who knows a lot about the tax law because we seem to think--in other words, we 
talk a language that only other tax lawyers talk and understand. There's some truth to 
that. We don't have that experience before the Board of Equalization because 're not 
tax attorneys but that doesn't mean they're not competent people to judge questions of 
act, and they do have a competent staff to help them there, too. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Let me ask another question. Your--if you get into a case 
where--well, you said you assigned tax attorneys or counsel as hearing officers, do 
render a written decision to the Franchise Tax Board? 
MR. COUNTS: No they do not. The protest is to the Franchise Tax Board; it is 
to an attorney, the attorney will hold a hearing, discuss the matter with the 
representative, decide what to do, talk to his supervisor, make a decision, and then 
issue a decision to the taxpayer. It's not a published decision, it's not as ••• 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Is it in writing? 
MR. COUNTS: ••• of the Board or to the Board. It's just ••• 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Is it in writing, though, the decision? 
MR. COUNTS: No, what will normally end up will be what we call an affirmance of 
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notice of proposed assessment. We will communicate with the taxpayer 
with you; we affirm the bill for these reasons. But that would be a 
letter to that taxpayer. It could not be used by any other taxpayer because 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: But this attorney is obviously an expert in tax law. 
MR. COUNTS: I hope so, yes. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Well, that's only what he or she does, right? 
MR. COUNTS: That's their full-time job, yes. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGJ:IT: All right. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you. Anything further, Mr. Counts? 
MR. COUNTS: No. Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Any questions of Mr. Counts? Thank you for your testimony. Monty 
Fuller. 
MR. MONTY FULLER: Yes, Mr. Chairman, my name is Monty Fuller. I'm a Supervis 
Deputy County Counsel for the County of Sacramento. I'm also a member of the Revenue and 
Taxation Subcommittee for the State Bar Association. 
By way of background I've been working for the County of Sacramento for 
approximately 14 years, and during that time I have been representing the assessor 
through all phases of this area. I'm here to express my concerns over this bill to 
create a tax court which would replace the assessment appeals function and there's many 
reasons for that. 
Number one, this particular system has been in force for almost as many years as 
California has been in existence and I think it works rather well. One of the reasons, 
as I understand, for this bill is that it would give experts the chance to deal with 
these tax problems and presumably you would have better results. Well here you are this 
expert is supposed to be a certified tax specialist. As I understand the certi 
for a tax specialist is that the primary emphasis on that specialty is on income tax and 
there is very little if no requirements for property tax expertise in that. So the mere 
fact that you would create courts and have a certified tax specialist you 
guarantee you have anyone with any real expertise in the property tax area. 
fact, the majority of attorneys that call my office and ask for advice on 
matters, a great many of them are property tax specialists, and I think as many of those 
call me as would a general practitioner. 
The other thing is that the only ones that would be required to be tax 
are the five judges that are appointed on the tax court. Those commissioners that would 
be appointed to handle the small claims area, there's no requirement they be a specialist 
also. So, I'm not sure that--and I'm--in the property tax area I believe that the 
ority of the cases would be handled in the small claims area. And so therefore the 
objective of having the expertise really would not be there. 
My experience as far as getting a judicial determination through the courts in a tax 
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and the y of that, I've had very results and fee very good 
court's there. I in the many cases 've been 
that the court judges really welcome the oppor to have a tax case 
it may be a foreign area to them or • because 
from the ordinary types of cases that handle in the super 
court; so therefore, they take a greater interest in the tax cases and 
their homework more than they would in a lot of other cases. And I'm very 
of the decisions from the or court. 
seem 
with 
On the other hand, if you take Assessment ls Boards members--now, we 
had attorneys on the board and mostly they are laymen, but one finds that 
the re ty of all of the cases that have that even the laymen learn the property 
tax laws very thoroughly because of the nature. The board members have their 
own attorneys - from the county councils - and so does the assessor. And you also have 
the adversary proceedings between the taxpayer and the deputy county counsel and 
sometimes three attorneys to advise the board as to what the law is. So as far as 
I believe that the Assessment Appeals Board members certainly have that 
ertise in many cases that you're looking for, and I'm not sure that that would 
shed by having a certified tax specialist. 
There s another thing with asking one court to be such an expert in all of these 
ous tax areas. I don 1 t believe that any single attorney can be an 
t in all of the tax areas, because it is complicated. The definition, say, as 
what conditional sales contract it is opposite in tax matters as 
to sales tax matters and I believe it may even vary as to the income tax matters 
what constitutes a conditional sales contract. So it would be very 
asp t of it. 
Another thing that would be quite a , and I don't think that the 
rea like too well, is the requirement that in order to have their 
would be required to pay a fee. In small claims area 
file Presently is no fee whatsoever to an 
and there are a great number of appeals that are filed every year 
in Sacramento. For instance, in 1983-84 Year we've received 
ons for review. In 1982-83 Year were 617 various would 
the of those appeals would be in the small claims area. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: While you're pausing staff has a question. Mr. ? 
MR. GENE WONG: Mr. Fuller, Judicial Council used the estimate that these 
take about 30 to 40 minutes. Could you give us an idea whether that estimate is correct? 
MR. FULLER: I would say that that is a very low number. I've had some of them 
week. The homeowner that comes in and is pro 
allow the taxpayers to vent wrath and it 
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their values, the boards 
take more than 30 
minutes for them to do that. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Are there some that take a minute? 
MR. FULLER: There are some--no, I don't know of any that take a minute, unless the 
taxpayer doesn't how up and so they deny it for lack of appearance. That's about the 
one that takes a minute. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: So you think the Judicial Council understated their case. 
MR. FULLER: Yes I do. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: With the passage of Proposition 13 where it's, you know, it's 
automatic assessment every year unless there's a sale, and my experience has been since 
that passed you simply take the sales value as the fair market value - the assessed 
value. Have the appeals from homeowners gone down since you are not just going out every 
year and blanketing areas and reassessing and giving the value? Have they gone down 
since 1978? 
MR. FULLER: I don't believe they have, Senator. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Why wouldn't they? 
MR. FULLER: Well, it is not true to say that the assessor automatically takes the 
ce that the parties had paid for the property when they purchased it. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Well, but generally speaking you do, don't you? 
MR. FULLER: Yes, but 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: You use this between relatives or business associates or 
like that. 
MR. FULLER: Yeah, unless the assessor has some idea from his other information that 
that would not be a good sale - that's correct. They generally will accept that, but 
you--like in Sacramento County we have approximately 50,000 transfers each year, and 
would say that probably 49,000 of those would probably go along what you're s But 
then you've got another thousand of them where the assessor may not agree with that sales 
and will put some other number on it. So you're talking about that, that is 
large-a very large number of appeals, where he has adopted some number other than 
they actua paid. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Was it more percentage-wise before 1978 - before Prop. 13? 
MR. FULLER: I really don't know. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: You don't know. 
MR. FULLER: I really don't know. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: The reason I say that is because I can remember they used to go 
into an area and simply appraise and your property might go up 100 percent in one year 
and it would seem there would have been a lot more appeals than now. 
MR. FULLER: There would--that was really prior--when Sacramento County had those 
problems where they had thousands and thousands of appeals, that was to my tenure 
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of Sacramento. 
or 15 years here 
UNIDENTIFIED: Mid '70s? 
started reasse 
to do it, so 
Mr FULLER: Actually, it was before that where 
more 
had a 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: But as I recall, Los , the assessor there, 
when • 13 was on the ballot to the of a lot of legislators who were here, 
us were here then, went out and reassessed and sent out the 
like a week before the election, and I'm sure we all remember that, and some of 
were hit with 200 and 300 percent increases. 
FULLER: Yes, that's true. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Because I can remember the headlines on that and we said, 
there goes the election in L.A., you know. 
MR. FULLER: That's right. But unfortunately in trying to make sense of that 
sessor even when he would raise the assessment 300 percent, the standard is full cash 
value, and probably--and the assessor, he doesn't like to go before an assessment s 
board either, and he would be on the low side even he had raised 
That would be the experience that I would have. The would be 
di led with the 300 percent increase but when he says the burden that I have is 
prove the full cash value of it and if the assessor's under that, then many 
cry but won't file. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: But my was, if I'm up, you know, one 
to 300 percent every 14 years, I to scream a hell of a lot 
the bite than the little bite every year, and I would think that your 
gone down on home sales since then - maybe not others but home sales 
MR. FULLER: I thought that when you would reduce the ta.x 60 
that would make appeals practically non-existent because of this difference, 
it didn't make any difference with the number of that we ve 
among di is that a tax is a tax and even 
of what it used to be still appeal it. 
The technical that I have with the bill are: number one, it 
and that would be very burdensome on the 
time--well like appeals, if all these had the 
if the assessor 
to take the asses 
tions and that sort of it's a burdensome That s the 
assessment appeals they do not allow depositions in that It's 
very on local government. 
Your small claims jurisdiction--! think you have a with that. It says 
case where the assessor has valued the under $500,000 would be the 
claims. As to where you set the $5,000 limitation on other taxes, what it 
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you want that as limitation, is that the amount that is in , not the value 
property. You may have a million dollar and the di is $1 ,000. 
that's the case then he would have to go to the tax court rather than to a small claims 
division, and I think that would be a em. 
The other thing is on the small claims where the assessor, or the taxing does 
not have a right to appeal, I think that's just wrong, unfair and everything else. 
think that the assessor or the taxing entity ought to have the same appeal rights as the 
taxpayer should have. 
The other problem I saw is that there was an award of costs that were involved 
there. Would the counties be subjected to on all 600 of these or 700 cases for a judge 
or this commissioner to award costs to those people? It would be very expensive and 
terribly burdensome. 
Another thing is that you're saying is that each one of these tax courts will be 
rendering a written decision. My question is who's going to write the decision? In 
property tax cases most of the time neither the assessor nor the taxpayer are represented 
by attorneys. In a court of law the findings of the judge are generally written by the 
other attorneys or they're both submitted, and so the judge realistically picks and 
chooses from these written--from the other attorneys. You would not have that in the tax 
court situation that you have now set up. It would mean that that judge, if he had 600 
appeals, he would have to write 600 findings on each one of them, and I just don't think 
that that would be workable. 
I also think that if you're going to have the tax court that even though an item may 
be of small claims nature in jurisdiction there should be some way to appeal to 
the court by the actual judge or the specialist so you could have a written determination 
of that lower decision. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Okay. I think that signal indicates that your 10 minutes 
independent of questions is up, and if there is anything d care to 
with we'd be happy to over the next 30 days take that as part of the 
MR. FULLER: Fine. 
that 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you very much, Mr. Fuller. Our next witness is 
Boatwright. Robert Lewis Stevenson wrote that marriage is less a bed of roses than it is 
a field of battle and beneath the bust of a person who knew something about battles 
Robert E. Lee, there is the following inscription: "Duty is the sublimest word in our 
language. Do your duty in all things. You cannot do more, you should never wish to do 
less." So now we have the occasion to witness Mrs. Boatwright performing her 
duties albeit with objectives opposite to those of Senator Boatwright. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: I might state for the record that we have an agreement - we 
don't discuss business at home. And I would respect her less if she did not represent 
her constituents as well as I do mine. 
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KEENE I'm certain that that s the case. We re 
committee and the one that comes to is that thee 
much loved I not honor more." So, with that 
LOCKYER: Who s that ••• 
CHAI~~ KEENE: left, I don't know- is gone. 
MRS. MARGARET BOATWRIGHT Thank you, Mr. Chair and members I have with 
to roduce at this time, Bob Noonus who will be available to answer 
The State Board of on vote to oppose SCA 51 and SB 2032 for 
ons. The first reason was touched on the Judicial Council, and that's that 
creation of the statewide tax court, or board of appeals would f the 
The Board believes that the of the court 
areas has limitless s and would be 
into vari 
to the 
efforts to consolidate the courts, to standardize and and to 
flexible utilization of staff and facilities. Further, the arguments for isolat 
spec , such as taxation, are no than others such as injury. 
Secon the substitution of a statewide court of appeals for local assessment 
destroys local control over an important element in the administration of the 
local property tax system. Since many of the property tax appeals are based on 
valuation issue, the members of those local assessment boards are 
eable on matters of the community, the local trends, the economy, 
all those elements that go to value than would be 
commissioner who s not from that area. 
Thi 
6. 
, the Board objects to the stay of assessment ions which are 
on 1i ne 31 of SB 2032. This that, 
tax cases, if the files action chall a tax author 
or to the determination be final then the agency is 
and coll that tax. This is 
law and of of tax before f a 
it would appear to violate Article 13 Secti 32 of the California 
prohibits the use of any or proce which would 
assessment or ection of a tax, and which precludes judicial 
fore Moreover, this which delays the collection 
sure result in uncer in the amount of revenue available to this 
severe cashflow ems. 
For in the sales and use tax area alone, 64 new cases were f 
or court in 1982-83 the had exhausted his administrative remedie 
d the tax, which in 1982-83 amounted to $14 million. Board 
of 154 cases from one year to 10 o 
have already been collected on those and total million of 
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been d to the state. Under the ions of the bill the state would be pre 
from collecting those amounts in the future. And as the 
provisions would also invite frivolous suits by sophisticated who have received 
return from their money in excess of the interest charged the state. 
Lastly, we believe the bill is unclear with respect to state taxes, the 
existing administrative remedies are to remain intact and must be exhausted before 
petition is filed in the tax court. The basic purpose of the long established doctrine 
of requiring exhausting of administrative remedies before judicial relief may be 
is to lighten the burden of the overworked courts where administrative remedies are 
available and are likely to provide the same kind of relief as the judicial remedy. If 
the intent is to repeal the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies, the tax 
courts would be clogged with these petitions which could be more expeditiously resolved 
by the State Board of Equalization. For example, the Board receives an average of 4,000 
sales and use tax petitions a year, 3,200 of which are resolved administratively without 
hearing. These take about 6 months to resolve. Another 782 petitions were resolved in 
the Fiscal Year '82-83 by preliminary hearings. These were held throughout the state for 
the convenience of the taxpayers. These take about 18 months to resolve. Another 
cases went to Board hearing and that takes about 24 months, or two years to resolve. 
In closing I would like to say that as a matter of policy, the State Board 
Equalization as a tax administration and collection agency believes that it should be 
afforded the opportunity to rectify any determination that it has made and to consider a 
revision of a tax assessment prior to the time judicial redress is sought. We believe 
that the efficiencies and commonsense of the present system speak for themselves. 
I thank you for this opportunity to address the committee. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you. Anything you'd like to add? ons of 
witnesses? Senator Boatwright. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: You said that there were 224? - that were heard 
Equalization? 
MRS BOATWRIGHT: 2 75. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: 275. Do you know how many of those once 
by the party in interest? 
MRS. BOATWRIGHT: That went to the court? 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: That went to the court. 
the Board 
were heard 
MRS. BOATWRIGHT: Well, last year there were 64 that went to the court. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: So it would be roughly then about 20 percent, I guess, huh? 
MRS. BOATWRIGHT: Well, out of--remember, there's 4,000 petitions that are filed 
every year. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: But of the Board 
MR. BOB NOONUS: I don't think that that's accurate, because that would 
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that 
what it is but it s 25 percent of the 
MR. I 
or some like that. 
2 3 cases filed • 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: 
you have any estimate of 
mean, we 
MR. NOONUS: If I were to guess I d say 
never to 
bring it to trial within the 
our success ratio is f 
period 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: ons 
your te Is there 
arif cations? concludes our 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Before the Board leave 
espec 
procedure before 
that what 
to 
decision • 
fore 
MR. 
SENATOR 
dire into 
that local 
MRS. 
, Mr. Counts 
the Franchise 
80 
BOATWRIGHT 
's rom 
superior court, but if it 
ust--we 
5 
and there are 
Board' position? 
Thank 
where a suit 
But 
very much 
at this • any 
rom Mr. Kne 
appea 
the 
in any year to the Board of 
MRS. BOATWRIGHT: I would say 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Okay. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you very much all of you who testified and those 
who came to listen, and espec to the members of the committee because the 
thinks we're vacationing. Thank you very much. Tax can be intere 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: How will it be before the 
prepared? I would say-are you 
perhaps? 
about 90 total when we come back December 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: With the Gann in the Pool it will take about 90 
days. 
SENATOR BOATWRIGHT: Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you for the 
I appreciate it. 
CHAIRMAN KEENE: Thank you, Senator Boatwright. 
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court would automatically prohibit 
taxing agency from assessing or 
collecting the disputed tax until the 
case was resolved. 
In contrast, the Oregon tax court 
statute requires a taxpayer to pay the 
disputed tax pending the court's 
resolution of the matter. 
As presently written, the bill would 
inv~te frivolous suits by .sophisticated 
taxpayers who could receive a return 
for their money in excess of the 
interest rate charged by the state. 
(c) Procedures of the tax court 
(d) 
The bill provides that the provisions 
of the Code of 1 Procedure would 
not apply to proceedings in the tax 
court except to extent that they 
were adopted as a rule of that court. 
This would be a large and unprecedented 
grant of authority to the five judges 
composing that court. 
Superior court jurisdiction 
The bill states proposed Section 
70159 that although the state tax court 
would have authority to determine all 
questions of and fact arising under 
the tax laws, superior courts would 
nevertheless maintain their 
jurisdiction in tax cases as otherwise 
provided by law. 
(More) 
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(h) 
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WITH ALL TECHNICAL CONCERNS 
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people of the of La.utorm do as follows: 
1 SECfiON 1. Chapter 5.5 (commencing with Section 
2 70150) is added to Title 8 of the Government Code, to 
3 read: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I 
CHAPTER 5.5. STATE TAX COURT 
70150. As part of the judicial branch of state 
government, there is created a court of justice to be 
known as the California Tax Court. It is the intent of the 
Legislature that the tax court foster uniform, speedy, and 
inexpensive adjudication of tax controversies. The tax 
court, in cases within its jurisdiction pursuant to Section 
70159: 
(a) Has the same powers as a superior court; and 
(b) Has and may .exercise all ordinary and 
extraordinary legal, equitable, and provisional remedies 
available in the superior courts, as well as any additional 
remedies which may be assigned to it. 
70151. (a) There shall be five members of the tax 
court. Each judge of the tax court shall be a citizen of the 
United States and of this state, and shall have been 
admitted to practice in .the Supreme Court of California 
and have been ~ngaged in this state for at least 10 years 
24 preceding his or her selection, either in active practice, 
governmental or private, as an attorney and counselor at 
law or in the discharge of duties of a judicial 
judge of the tax court shall also be a certifi 
28 specialist in under of State 
Bar of California his or her 
appointment or tax court, whichever is 
first. Before his or 
shall to an 
t 
' 
e 
-3- SB 
1 by The 
2 Board of Governors the State Bar of .. ,d., ..... 
3 submit to him or her the names of five or more 'Vlll"''u.lc 
4 persons deemed by .them to be particularly experienced 
5 in the field of tax law, as an aid to the Governor in !naking 
6 the appointment. 
7 (c) Each member of the court shall serve for a term of 
8 six years, except that the terms of the first members shall 
9 expire as follows: one on January 31,1991, two on January 
10 31, 1989, and two on January 31, 1987. Any vacancy shall 
11 be filled for the unexpired portion of the term in which 
12 it occurs. A member in office at the expiration of his or 
13 her term shall continue in office until the appointment 
14 and qualification of his or her successor, but in each case 
15 the term of office of that successor shall nevertheless 
16 expire at the end of six years after the expiration of the 
17 term for which his or her predecessor 
18 70152. The judges of the court shall 
19 the voters of the state for a term of years, 
20 manner provided election reelection of u., .. ,t._..,., 
21 the Supreme Court of California. 
22 70153. (a) Each judge of the tax 
23 annual salary, to payable monthly. 
24 salary provided court judges. or 
25 receive no other his or her ........ .., .... , 
26 as authorized by this ~P.C'Ihon 
(b) A judge of lh:e tax court shall 
28 traveling amounts for 
29 lodging) necessarily by 
30 performance of duty. Those expenses 
the state upon the certificate of the judge to 
an itemized The C'ertificate 
N 
I 
u 
5 
8 
9 
e 
5 
7 
8 
9 
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1 so as 
2 provided by 
3 (b) All fees other moneys received or collected 
4 the clerk by virtue of his or her office shall be paid over 
5 to the Treasurer and shall be held by him or her in the 
6 General Fund as miscellaneous receipts. 
7 70163. (a) All proceedings before the court shall be 
8 original, independent proceedings and shall be tried to 
9 the extent permissible under the Constitution without a 
10 · jury and de novo. 
11 (b) If a statute provides for an appeal to, or a review 
12 by, the tax court of an order or determination of any 
13 taxipg authority or other agency, the proceeding shall be 
an original proceeding in the nature of a suit to set aside 
that order or determination. The time within which the 
16 statute provides that the proceedings shall be brought is 
17 a period of limitation and is not jurisdictional. 
18 (c) In the case of proceedings to set aside an order or 
determination of any taxing authority or other agency, 
the issues of fact and law shall be restricted to those raised 
21 by the parties in the appeal to such authority or other 
agency. If the court finds that other issues are important 
to a full determination of the controversy, it shall remand 
the whole matter to that authority or agency for further 
25 determination and the issuance of a new order, unless the 
parties and that authority or agency stipulate to the 
determination of those other issues without remand. AU 
28 notices, pleadings, hearings, and proceedings shall be in 
accordance ·with the rules of practice and procedure 
30 promulgated by the court. 
31 (d) The filing of a petition in the tax court to set aside 
an order or determination of any taxing authority or 
other agency, except an order or determination fixing 
liability ( 1) with respect to ad valorem property taxes 
under Division I of the Revenue and Code, (2) 
under any county or or (3) for 
termination assessm 
otherwise provided by 
coJlle(~ncm of 
• 
-7-
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
(A) With respect to taxes ass•essE~CI 
State Board of Equalization, to the 
determination or redetermination becomes final; or 
(B) With respect to taxes assessed and collected by the 
Franchise Tax Board, prior to the time the assessment 
becomes final or. if a protest is filed, prior to the time 
action on the protest becomes final; or 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
(C) With respect to gene.ration skipping transfer 
taxes, within 60 days after notice of determination is 
given by the Controller. . 
70164. A judge or the clerk of the court, on the 
request of. any party to the proceeding, or his or her 
attorney, shall issue subpoenas requiring the attendance 
of witnesses and giving of testimony and subpoenas duces 
tecum requiring the production of any returns, .......... $,._ ... 
papers, documents, and correspondence and 
evidence pertaining to the matter under inquiry at 
designated place of hearing in the manner prescribed oy -<:t 
law in civil actions in courts of this state. Any employee~ 
of the court designated in writing for the purpose 
presiding judge may administer oaths. The court 
adopt any rules 'as to discovery which it 
appropriate. · 
· 70165. Any witness subpoenaed or whose ae1oositio~n 
taken shall receive the same fees and mileage as a 
in a superior court of this state. Witnesses for 
its political subdivisions shall be paid 
appropriated therefor. Payment of fees and umt::~~"' 
other witnesses shall be made by the party at 
instance the witness appears or the deposition is uuu:::u. 
70166. before the tax court shall 
the public. Unless waived by the""''""'..,.""'~ 
of the all or<)ce~edtngs ................. .... 
those hoi-,... .. "" 
8-
3 
4 by 
5 persons and agEmcies. 
6 70167. The court, sitting as Small 
7 Division, shall decision 
8 including therein a of the found 
9 the court and of law reached by 
In its as a court of ... ""'''"'"'"""' 
jurisdiction, shall invoke such 
and issue such orders be appropriate 
acc~orclartce with its ae~clSlton. 
70168. The n""""""'"""" 
1 
2 
3 
9 
4 distribution 
5 distribution and the ae<~lStc)ns 
6 Court de§ignated as "California Reports." 
7 70171. The tax may employ any 
8 official reporters which are to 
9 business of the court. 
10 70172. Except as provided 
ll mailing by registered or certified mail 
12 order, notice or process. other 
13 to proceedings 
service thereof 
- of Ui.aJUUX.ii">' 
is a 
. 17 
SB 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 authority is 
6 shall in writing of or 
7 to appeal to the Small by Hling a 
8 in prescribed form with the of the tax court. 
9 70176. Upon the filing a petition by the taxpayer 
10 the Small Claims Division, the clerk of the court shall 
11 notice thereof to the applicable concerned taxing 
12 authority, and that authority shall thereafter be deemed 
13 a party to the proceeding and, at the hearing on the 
14 petition, may appear in opposition thereto. In the event 
15 a petition is filed, the Small Claims Division shall 
16 thereafter have exclusive jurisdiction of the case. With 
17 the permission of the court, a taxing authority may 
18 appear amicus curiae in any proceedings before the Small 
19 Claims Division. 
70177. At any time prior to entry of judgment, a 
taxpayer may dismiss a case in the Small Claims Division 
22 by notifying the clerk of the court in writing, but that 
dismissal shall be with prejudice. 
70178. The hearing in the Small Claims Division shall 
be informal, and the judge JD.ay hear any testimony and 
receive any evidence which he or she deems necessary or 
desirable for a just and equitable determination of the 
case, except that all testimony shall be given under oath. 
A party may appear on his or her own behalf or may 
represented or accompanied by an attorney, licensed 
accountant, or any other person which the court may 
permit to be present and participate in the proceeding 
before the Small Claims Division. 
70179. The judgment the Small Claims Division 
shall be conclusive upon parties and may be appealed, 
only by the taxpayer. The judgment may include orders 
to the taxing authority and other proper to 
correct an assessment roll or a tax roll, or both, to modify 
or cancel an pay or allow a refund or to take 
other mav necessarv to 
411 1 
e" • 
' . 
1 
2 
3 or 
4 proceeding. Appeal 
5 Claims Division shall follow 
6 70169. 
7 70180. Whenever tax 
8 the commencement of an action for refund of taxes 
9 court, the action may be commenced in the tax 
10 within the time provided by law for 
11 of that action. 
12 70181. Sections 70150 to 70168, inclusive, and 
13 70170, 70172, and 70180 shall apply to proceedings 
14 Small Claims Division expressly inapplicable 
15 thereto or inconsistent with Sections 70173 to 
16 inclusive. 
17 SEC. 2. Section 18593 of Revenue 
18 Code is amended to read: 
19 18593. The Franchise Board's action 
20 protest ; whether ift wkele M ift ~ is 
21 expiration of 30 days from date when it 
22 of its action to the taxpayer, unless within that 
23 period the taxpayer appeals ift writiftg 
24 tile FraBehise ~ BeMa ~tile~ files a 
25 the tax court. 
26 SEC. 3. Section 18594 the 
27 Code is repealed. 
28 :ffte eppe!H ~ ~ 
29 tile ~ BeMa ef ~!Hi2aHeft M 
30 Celif.ernhr, tltl6 e ~ ef tile eppeel eed:re~ 
31 at: tile Sf!tffle tiffle ~ tile FraHekise 
32 6euameB~e; Csdif.el'Bia:. 
33 SEC. 4. Section 18595 of the Revenue 
34 Code is repealed. 
35 ~96. :ffte ~ skttH fteM tltl6 aetermise 
36 tltl6 tkereaftet ~ f.eftkwitk ~ 
37 ~ ... n'l:ekise ~ ~Aa~ ef ~ .dntP.Pmifla:tion 
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1 County as of the 1966 lien date or in Mono County as of 
2 the 1967lien date, the divestment shall not diminish the 
3 quantity of water rights assessable and taxable at the 
4 place where assessed as of that lien date. 
5 (c) In the event the Legislature changes the 
6 prevailing percentage of fair market value at which land 
7 is assessed for taxation, there shall be used in the 
8 computations required by Section 11 (b) of this Article, 
9 for the first year for which the new percentage is 
10 applicable, in lieu of the statewide per capita assessed 
11 value of land as of the last lien date prior to the current 
12 lien date, the statewide per capita assessed value of land 
13 on the prior lien date times the ratio of the new 
14 prevailing percentage of fair market value to the 
15 previous prevailing percentage. 
16 (d) If, after March 1954, a taxable improvement is 
17 replaced while owned by and in possession of a local 
18 government, the replacement improvement shall be 
19 assessed, as long as it is owned by a local government, as 
20 other improvements are except that the assessed value 
21 shall not exceed the product of ( 1) the percentage at 
22 which privately owned improvements are assessed times 
23 (2) the highest full value ever used for taxation of the 
24 improvement that has been replaced. For purposes of 
25 this calculation, the full value for any year prior to 1967 
26 shall be conclusively presumed to be 4 times the assessed 
27 value in that year. 
28 (e) No tax, charge, assessment, or levy or any 
29 character, other than those taxes authorized by Sections 
30 ll(a) to ll(d), inclusive, of this Article, shall be imposed 
31 upon one local government by another local government 
32 that is based or calculated upon the consumption or use 
33 of water outside the boundaries of the government 
34 imposing it. 
35 (f) Any taxable interest of any character, other than a 
36 lease for agricultural purposes and an interest of a local 
37 government, in any land owned by a local government 
38 that is subject to taxation pursuant to Section 11 (a) of this 
39 Article shall be taxed in the same manner as other taxable 
40 interests. The aggregate value of all the interests subject 
" 130 
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1 appeals boards. 
2 The Legislature may the foregoing 
3 provisions by an sltemate system, including the transfer 
4 of this authority to a tsx court authorized to be created 
5 pursuant to Secb'on 4.5 of Article VI, or to a state board 
6 of tax appesls. 
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e x urt an all 
I. Esti a ted a ag a f era n a 5 age 
superior cou n ia co c s est ates 
developed by staf $2.2 to $2 6 millie a . 
II. her 5 d e s s: 
A. Permanent 0 fices and ur rooms. $0.::> m llion 
8. Estim ed an ual tra e co t and 
lease of facilit es at wo 0 er 
locations. $0.1 million 
c. imated Staff c s s f i 
preparation dec i ns or p b-
lication. lica y p iv te 
(co tract. 
al 0 0 
I I I. Estimate for a 1 a m v sian of a rt 
Estimate 45,000 assessme t appeals per year 
Estimate 30-40 minu es er case 
45, 0 45,000 
mi tes i utes 
1,350,000 case e ate i es ase related minutes 
I 72 700 ::::: 18. dge 72,700 ::::: 24.7 dge Years 
$250,0 0 er smal 0,000 per small claims 
cou an a court annuallyQ/ 
X d ars • 7 dge ars 
$4,625,000 Annual st $6 Annual Cost 
Annual Small Claims st t m e: . 6 illion to $6.2 million 
v. Summary of nual Cos 
I. 5 Judge Tax u .6 mi lio 
II. 0 er s s 0 milli 
I I I. Small aims iv on 
Total rst Year ua st 
(Includes • 5 mil io 
one time co t 
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a/ 
b 
The full cost o a super r cour ud s ip s estimated to be 
approximately 75, 0 per year. e of the items that are 
included in the average cost f a judicial position are as 
follows: 
a. Full salary for judicial position ($72,763 for a 
superior court judge) plus retirement, medical, vacation 
and related benefits. 
b. 11 sala and benefits o ersonnel directly related to 
the courtroom ctivities o e judge s ch as t e bailiff, 
court reporter a d cou oo c erk. 
c. A pr o ionate share of all supp rt staff necessa to 
receive, process anu dispose of cases. partial ist of 
support personnel would include i trative support, 
research personnel, calendar erks, stenographers, clerk 
typists, and at r coun er posit o s. 
d. Office supplies a d services eede to keep t cou and 
employees functioning. 1s may include payments to 
jurors, expe witness fees and payments for transcripts. 
Also maintenance of the court facilities is included as 
well as payment for utilities. 
e. A propo ionate share of indirect costs are included. 
Indirect costs provide a method of spreading the cost of 
majir items such as equi ent, furnishings, buildings and 
land over a reasonable number of years 
A composite of all the above items provides an average cost 
per judge. 
Some of the cost items within the $250,000 per court are as 
follows: 
Comm1ssione at 7~ of 
Courtroom erk 
l/2 Bailiff 
search ve 0 
Fringe Benefits at 2 
tal 
Travel, lodging, opera 
( 
servi es 
perior court 
pensation 
supplies 
e t 
c 
dge $ 54,600 
26,000 
16,250 
$135,850 
34,000 
$169,850 
19,500 
